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The Saffron Dream

public background

	In the tabloid news there have been several skirmishes between "elves and goblins" recently.  
Pictures of dead bodies and traces of old magics.  Most of the magic seems very simple.

	In the aftermath of the Longview, Texas earth wyrm matter the player characters are 
contacted by the family of Gregory Smith, a local psychic who attempted to subdue the wyrm and 
was apparently magically poisoned.

	A number of human-like individuals have been applying for citizen-ship or visas.

	Several rock bands are using bizarre (magical) special effects.

	<insert headlines from last week's real world tabloids as noted while buying groceries>
     
private background

	A group of swartz alfar is attempting to re-embody the slain Kjtti cluster.  They've taken the 
dream soul of one of the personality fragments of the world worm and have bound it to the body of 
a psychic.

	They psychic opened himself up to be the channel when he visited the University of Cjjan 
in Shrieveport, Louisiana and bluffed his way into the closed collection.  Sounding his way through 
a Latin edition of The Worm Undying, a cultic grimoire, he unconsciously fell into a magical chant.

	When the earth wyrm ravaged his home town of Longview, Texas, Gregory Smith was there 
to attempt to stop it with the magics that had surfaced in his subconscious.

	He now lies in a hospital bed, seemingly poisoned by the wyrm with a festering chaos blight.  
Several of the attendants have dark skin and golden hair.  His family has come to the player 
characters for help.

the cast of characters

	Swartz Alfar attendants, there to make sure that no one kills the earthly body.

	Lios Alfar (The aqua halcyon sept), they make one attempt at descending from the clouds to 
kill Gregory Smith.

	Dream World Denizens

other players
	Tabloid press investigators

	Doctors

	Crack pot psychics

	The Smith family
 activity

	This scenario involves a lios alfar dream gate, a quest in the dream world, clues, problem 
solving and some combat.

clues

	A harsh letter will come to Gregory's family about his actions in the library and his penciled 
notations in the grimoire.

	Gregory kept a journal where he collected essays on his dreams, several of which took place 
on the dream plane.

	Gregory is covered with a chaos fester, but it is not formed of true matter or chaos stuff.  Any 
alfar shaping attempt will reveal it to be dream stuff and not chaos stuff.

	The neo-satanists turn to the active worship of the worm to come.

	One of the player-characters dreams of a gate near Fort Cobb, Arkansas (a real place that is 
dream like).

	Appalachian tradition warns against the hour of the worm, to come within a twelve-month 
of the day chaos falls.

	Second sight reveals the swartz alfar attendants to be wormlike and tainted by the unFormed.

	All familiars are uneasy near any of the swartz alfar or Gregory (it will be easy to misread 
the unease).     
     
	Gregory had a girl friend who left for Arkansas and was never seen again.  A picture of her 
is on his family's mantle.

	Dream and reality share a number of spatial similarities.

setting

     Longview, Texas.

     Fort Cobb, Arkansas

     The Dreamgate
          Four levels of destinations
               A)  the girlfriend in paradise
               B)  the sunken depths
               C)  the dream world
               D)  the realm of the banished
          Any of the four can be used.

     The trip back to Longview through the dream world.

     The Kjtti dream self in Longview, Texas.

plots

	The basic plot is simple.  Avoid mis-direction, go to the dream world, slay/banish or 
otherwise sever the Kjtti dream self, return to the gate and home. 
twists

	The swartz alfar will attempt to turn the characters into allies.

	The dream world is very enticing, strange, misleading or dangerous.  The characters might 
very well have a number of side trips and adventures.

play goals to accomplish

	This scenario introduces the players to the alfar split, to the concept of leynd lines and Kjtti, 
and to the dream world.  It also should make the characters leery of reading grimoires.

notes to remember

	This scenario has a great deal of flexibility as far as combat and clues go.  

	Generally, the initial clues and combat should be easy and simple.  Once into the dream 
world, make the characters sweat the trip to Longview's dream self.  

	Feel free to make the trip require successful searching of transportation, filtering out clues, 
finding Mcguffins, and overcoming of enemies.  

	Also feel free to let the characters get side-tracked or to put them under time-pressure or to 
infect them with worms that grow as Gregory changes.

play aids

     A map of Texarkana.

     A map of the dream world

     A hospital layout

     The lair of the Kjtti.

sample usage

	The characters are cleaning up after the final confrontation with the earth wyrm and double 
checking to make sure they finished the scenario when they are approached by Gregory Smith's 
mother, seeking help for her son who was magically injured.

useful statistics

Kjtti cluster shadow
     (six members in cluster)

SIZ  16   (10+2d6) x6   96
STR  18   (10+2d6) x6  108
CON  22   (10+2d6) x6  132
CHA  6    (2d6)          6
APP  3    (2d6)          3
DEX  13   (6+2d6)       13
INT  18   (10+2d6) +6   24  +  12 for spell memorization
POW  30   (18+2d6)      30  +  140 extra magic points
SAN  {(POW + INT)/4}*3%  40.5%
WILL                     12 Chaos factor  3
     (randomly determine 3 chaos features when encountered.
	Each new moon, on a d6 roll of 3 or less the features will change.)

	It must be killed five times to finally slay (one life is already gone), though it will dissolve 
into inactivity if killed and will not have a presence after death for 2d6 months.

	Allow it access to any spirit magic, up to the limit of 36 noted above.

     Very hungry, slightly sluggish.

